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The ability of any organism to survive depends on 
several complex cellular mechanisms that fulfill 
all the functions needed for cell life. Moreover, 
cells must be able to modify their patterns of 
gene expression in response to extra- and intra-
cellular signals to ensure that the correct amount 
of the appropriate subset of genes is expressed at 
the proper time [1,2]. In the past, cellular mecha-
nisms and signal transduction were thought 
to occur as a set of isolated processes or linear 
pathways where biological functions took place 
one after the other in a time-dependent fashion. 
Nowadays, however, it is well established that 
fundamental biological mechanisms are pursued 
by a multitude of proteins gathering together to 
transiently form large functional complexes [3] 

or cell pathways [4]. Having performed their 
functions, these complexes dissociate, making 
the individual components free to associate with 
other complexes and carry out distinct activities. 
To further complicate the picture, several mecha-
nisms and many signaling pathways can interact 
with each other, thus forming an intricate net-
work that integrates both extra- and intra-cellu-
lar signals. These dynamic processes constitute 
the molecular networks through which signaling 
information flows within the cell [5,6].

Complete description of this complex signal 
transcription and transduction network, and use 
of the network to predict the full range of cel-
lular behaviors, are major goals of systems biol-
ogy [7,8]. A key role in contemporary and future 
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biological sciences can be played by functional proteomics, an 
emerging area in proteomics research addressing the elucidation 
of protein functions and the definition of cellular mechanisms at 
the molecular level [9,10]. A comprehensive description of cellular 
processes at the molecular level is in fact strictly dependent on the 
clear definition of the individual protein components involved in 
these functional entities. The association of an unknown protein 
with partners belonging to a specific protein complex involved 
in a particular mechanism would be strongly suggestive of its 
biological function [11]. Furthermore, a detailed description of 
the cellular signaling pathways might greatly benefit from the 
elucidation of protein–protein interactions in vivo.

Isolation of entire multiprotein complexes can be accom-
plished by affinity-based approaches (including ‘pull-down’ and 
‘tap-tag’ experiments) in which a specific ligand molecule is used 
to bind the protein of interest and its protein partners [12–14]. 
Alternatively, immunoprecipitation strategies aimed at either 
the endogenous protein [15] or a tagged version of the bait can 
be used, taking advantage of the availability of several antitag 
systems endowed with high binding efficiency [16]. It should 

be mentioned that, in both cases, the design of good negative-
control experiments is of the utmost importance due to the large 
number of possible false-positives. Finally, protein components 
specifically bound to the bait are eluted, fractionated by sodium 
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) 
and identified by liquid chromatography (LC)-tandem mass 
spectrometry (MS/MS) techniques [17,18].

These approaches usually result in the final identification of a 
very long list of interactors from a single functional proteomics 
experiment [19,20]. It is now clear, in fact, that a single protein 
might be involved in different complexes, each endowed with 
its own specific biological function. Therefore, the attempt to 
rationalize the list of interactors within a biologically signifi-
cant picture constitutes, at present, a major problem in func-
tional proteomics. Even the simple verification of the entire 
set of interacting proteins by different experimental proce-
dures (e.g., coimmunoprecipitation) is often impossible due 
to the extremely large number of candidates. Two approaches 
are normally used to manage these lists: the simplest strategy 
involves the choice of one or a few interactors among the various 
protein candidates on the basis of previous data or literature 
information. The interaction of these proteins with the bait 
can then be confirmed and functionally investigated [21–23]. A 
second more challenging and time-consuming approach aims 
to assign each protein to a specific functional complex, a task 
analogous to solving various ‘100-piece’ puzzles at the same 
time and with the same pieces [24]. As stated earlier, in fact, 
each protein molecule may simultaneously belong to different 
functional complexes. This tremendous problem can only be 
partially solved using protein–protein interaction databases and 
literature information but, when successful, the results may 
be suggestive of new, undisclosed biological functions of the 
protein bait [25]. The final goal of this second approach would 
be the achievement of a global functional overview of the pro-
tein bait interactome to be inserted into appropriate systems 
biology studies [26,27].

Despite the continuous growth of protein-interaction data-
bases and software tools [28,29], the association of individual 
proteins to a specific protein complex still constitutes the ‘bot-
tleneck’ of any functional proteomics approach. The develop-
ment of different upstream strategies, based on prefractionation 
of protein extracts into separate individual protein complexes 
while preserving their native interactions, might then represent 
an essential tool for the future of functional proteomics. A brief 
overview of the main approaches presently used in functional 
proteomics studies, with particular emphasis on prefraction-
ation methodologies using some examples from our laboratory, 
is described in the following paragraphs.

Affinity-based approaches
The identification of interacting proteins in stable or even tran-
sient complexes by affinity-based procedures takes advantage of 
the intrinsic affinity of a specific ligand for the protein of interest. 
The ligand molecule is covalently bound to an insoluble support 
(usually agarose/sepharose beads) and used as a bait to selectively 
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Figure 1. Assignment of the affinity-purified eukaryotic 
translation initiation factor 4E interactors to five different 
functional categories. These were the active translational 
complex, repressor translational/mRNA localization complex, 
heat-shock protein superfamily, helicases and other proteins. 
These findings confirmed that a single protein molecule may 
simultaneously belong to different functional complexes.
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bind the protein of interest and its partners. 
Theoretically, there are no limitations to 
the choice of ligand molecules that can be 
employed in the pull-down experiments. 
Several examples have been reported using 
modified substrates and/or inhibitors of 
selected proteins with specific enzymatic 
activity [30–32]. In other cases, native and/or 
modified drugs addressed towards specific 
protein targets have also been used [33]. In 
this respect, a particularly intriguing appli-
cation deriving from this strategy is the 
possibility of identifying new, previously 
unknown targets for a specific drug.

This strategy was applied to the iden-
tification of the protein partners of the 
eukaryotic translation initiation factor 
4E (eIF4E) in an attempt to investigate 
the translation initiation complex in 
Drosophila melanogaster during oogenesis. 
Since eIF4E binds the 5´-cap structure of 
eukaryotic mRNAs [34–36], appropriate 
affinity experiments were designed using 
7-methylguanosine (m7GTP)-conjugated 
agarose beads where the m7GTP mim-
ics the mRNA cap moiety [22]. The whole 
protein extract from adult ovaries was 
then incubated onto the m7GTP sepha-
rose beads and eIF4E and its interacting 
partners were selectively captured, lead-
ing to the identification of approximately 
30 protein candidates. Among these, 
several previously known translation fac-
tors could be detected, together with a 
number of new interactors not previously 
described [22]. According to their reported 
biological activities, the identified interactors could be grouped 
into different functional categories (Figure 1), suggesting that 
eIF4E might be involved in different functional complexes.

In a more widespread variant of the fishing strategy, the protein 
of interest (bait) can be expressed with a suitable tag, such as gluta-
thione S-transferase  or a poly-His tail, for example, and immobi-
lized on the insoluble support, taking advantage of the availability 
of several antitag systems endowed with high binding efficiency. 
The immobilized bait can then be used to fish its specific partners 
out from an entire cellular extract [16]. These affinity-tag systems 
provide a general applicability with a large number of proteins 
and a minimal effect on the tertiary structure and the biological 
activity of the bait, preventing complex instability.

The success of an affinity-based approach depends on the 
absence of excessive aspecific interactions, which, in turn, is 
related to the specificity of the bait-partners’ recognition. It is 
not surprising then that the fishing strategy has found consider-
able application in the isolation of nucleic acid-binding proteins, 
where the binding specificity is extremely high, and in studies 

on transcription and/or translation complexes or the splicing 
machinery. Either synthetic oligonucleotides encompassing the 
specific base pair sequences or PCR-amplified DNA or RNA frag-
ments can be covalently immobilized on commercially available 
inert beads and employed for the isolation of proteins involved 
in the specific binding of the nucleotide sequence [37–39]. A biotin 
tag can also be added to synthetic oligonucleotides; immobili-
zation of the bait on the support will then take advantage of 
its high affinity for streptavidin molecules (Figure 2) [40]. Very 
recently, a modified version of the chromatin immunoprecipita-
tion technique (mChIP) has been proposed for the discovery of 
chromatin-associated protein networks. mChIP consists of a sin-
gle affinity-purification step, whereby chromatin-bound protein 
networks are isolated from mildly sonicated and gently clarified 
cellular extracts using magnetic beads coated with antibodies [41].

Protein components specifically recognized by the bait can 
then be eluted and fractionated by SDS-PAGE. Protein bands 
are in-gel digested and the resulting peptide mixtures analyzed 
by LC-MS/MS techniques, leading to the identification of the 
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Figure 2. Affinity-based procedure for the isolation of DNA-binding protein 
complexes using a biotinylated oligonucleotide as bait. The biotinylated 
oligonucleotide is immobilized on the agarose beads by strepatavidin binding. The 
nuclear protein extract is then incubated with the bait that establishes noncovalent 
interactions with its specific partners. The unbound proteins are washed out, whereas 
the protein components specifically recognized by the bait are retained on the agarose 
beads. The specific DNA interactors are then eluted, fractionated by sodium dodecyl 
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, digested and identified by liquid 
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry techniques.
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proteins by database search [42]. This experimental sequence, SDS-
PAGE/in-gel digestion/LC-MS/MS, is usually preferred to other 
existing methods because SDS-PAGE, although endowed with 
poor resolution, increases the recovery of low-solubility proteins 
and it is sensitive enough to allow ana lysis of the small amount of 
protein complexes isolated by affinity and/or immunoprecipita-
tion (see later) procedures. Hence, since protein bands from SDS-
PAGE often contain several proteins, LC-MS/MS methodologies, 
being able to handle very complex peptide mixtures, are routinely 
employed for protein identification.

Gavin et al. [26] and Krogan et al. [27] used a slightly different 
version of the affinity purification strategy known as tandem 
affinity purification (TAP)-tag for the isolation of a huge amount 

of interacting proteins in yeast. This 
method combines two different tags 
on the same protein, usually spaced by 
an enzyme-cleavable linker sequence. 
The original TAP-tag system con-
sisted of two IgG-binding domains of 
Staphylococcus aureus protein A (ProtA) 
and a calmodulin-binding peptide, sep-
arated by a tobacco etch virus protease 
cleavage site. The recombinant vector 
replaces the endogenous wild-type 
gene, thus avoiding overexpression of 
the protein bait and allowing the recov-
ery of protein complexes expressed at 
their own natural level.

Although widely used, the com-
plex affinity capture suffers from a 
huge number of drawbacks. Besides a 
number of technical problems, during 
preparation of the cellular lysate, the 
architecture of the subcellular com-
partments is disrupted and proteins 
that are normally segregated in differ-
ent organelles can come into contact, 
generating specific but nonphysiologi-
cal interactions. More importantly, in 
these experiments, all the interactions 
take place on the derivatized beads in 
a noncellular environment where sev-
eral conditions, such as the molar ratio 
among the bait and its protein partners, 
are largely altered.

Immunoprecipitation strategies
Several strategies relying on immu-
noprecipitation techniques have been 
introduced for protein complex isola-
tion in order to overcome most of the 
drawbacks affecting the affinity-based 
approaches [43,44]. These procedures 
essentially fall into two categories: direct 
immuno precipitation of the endogenous 

protein bait from cellular extracts or in situ production of a tagged 
form of the protein bait followed by immunoprecipitation with 
antitag antibodies.

The classical approach to endogenous immunoprecipitation 
consists of the coupling of the antibody raised against the protein 
bait onto protein A- (or G)-derivatized sepharose beads that can 
be used to isolate the target protein and its native complexes. 
Alternatively, the protein bait is immunoprecipitated from the 
whole protein extract using a soluble form of the antibody and 
protein A- (or G)-derivatized sepharose beads are then added to 
the sample. In both cases, after several washes, the bait interac-
tors can be eluted from the beads in denaturing conditions and 
the proteins identified, as reported earlier (Figure 3). 

Binding of the
bait complexes
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Figure 3. Endogenous immunoprecipitation strategy. The two possible approaches 
are outlined. In the first method, the antibait antibody is coupled to protein 
A/G-derivatized sepharose beads (left side). Alternatively, the protein bait is 
immunoprecipitated with its specific antibody and the entire complexes are then rescued 
by protein A/G-derivatized sepharose beads (right side). In both cases, nonspecific 
proteins are washed out and the bait interactors are eluted and identified.
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When no antibodies suitable for this procedure are available, 
the target protein is expressed with a small peptide epitome 
against which good antibodies exist (e.g., FLAG, V5, c-myc 
and hemagglutinin) located at either the N- or C-terminus, 
where a minimal effect on the tertiary structure and biologi-
cal activity of the protein is expected. The tagged protein is 
then transfected into the appropriate cell line and immunopre-
cipitated using commercially available antitag antibodies cova-
lently conjugated to agarose beads [16]. Following the removal of 
unspecific proteins, the interactors can be eluted by competition 
with a relevant concentration of the free form of the tag peptide.

Endogenous immunoprecipitation should always be preferred 
whenever the protein bait is expressed enough to allow a rela-
tively large amount of complexes to be isolated. However, this 
second approach is certainly endowed with a number of advan-
tages, including higher immunoprecipitation yields and low 
contamination of the sample, decreasing the possible occurrence 
of false-positives. Because the antibody is covalently bound to 
the beads, elution of the specific interactors can be performed in 
mild conditions; moreover, the final sample is not contaminated 
by the antibody chains, thus increasing protein identification. 
Overexpression of the tagged protein in the host cells should defi-
nitely be avoided since a high concentration of the bait alters the 
stoichiometric ratio with its natural partners, often leading to the 
formation of nonspecific and/or nonphysiological interactions.

The strategy of endogenous immuno precipitation was applied 
to the isolation of functional complexes involving the eIF4E 
protein in Drosophila to evaluate possible differences with the 
affinity-based approach. Endogenous eIF4E-containing com-
plexes were immuno precipitated using a specific antibody and 
protein G-conjugated sepharose beads according to the procedure 
described earlier. Proteins specifically retained on the beads were 
eluted with SDS and fractionated by SDS-PAGE. The resulting 
coomassie-stained gel is shown in Figure 4 where the gel from the 
pull-down experiment is also reported for comparison. Although 
the initial amount of protein extract was the same in both experi-
ments, the affinity-based purification clearly led to the isolation of 
higher numbers of protein bands than the immuno  precipitation 
approach. These data were also confirmed by protein identi-
fication; only 14 interactors could in fact be identified in the 
immuno  precipitation experiment.

This result could be explained by considering the higher yield 
of affinity purification compared with the immunoprecipitation 
procedure, which is strictly dependent on the performance of the 
antibody. Moreover, binding of the antibody to specific epitopes 
in the eIF4E native structure might compete with interacting 
proteins binding to the same regions, thus leading to dissociation 
of some protein–protein interactions [44].

In the affinity procedure, the selective capture of the eIF4E 
complexes was accomplished through the binding to m7GTP, a 
ligand involved in a specific process: the translation of mRNAs. In 
the immunoprecipitation strategy, the antibody recognized all the 
eIF4E-containing complexes, even if they are involved in different 
biological functions. Consistently, despite the lower number of inter-
actors, the 14 identified proteins were assigned to distinct functional 

complexes on the basis of their reported biological activity (Figure 5). 
This might open up the way to understanding the novel roles of 
the eIF4E protein different from that exerted in protein synthesis.

When high-throughput affinity and immunoprecipitation experi-
ments are compared, a scarce coincidence in the results may be 
observed. A poor overlap between yeast protein complexes was simi-
larly found in two studies that used the tap-tag approach and the 
FLAG immunoprecipitation procedure followed by MS identifica-
tion of the isolated components [45,46]. Although surprising, these 
results are not without precedent. Both using the tap-tag approach, 
the studies by Gavin et al. [26] and Krogan et al. [27] were able to 
successfully purify and identify more than 3000 different proteins 
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Figure 4. Coomassie-stained gels from the pull-down (left) 
and the immunoprecipitation (right) experiments for the 
isolation of eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E 
interactors. Although an equal amount of protein extract was 
loaded onto the gels, several more protein bands could be 
detected in the affinity-based purification procedure than the 
immunoprecipitation approach. Only 14 interactors could be 
identified by this latter experiment compared with more than 30 
proteins identifed by the affinity procedure. The large band 
occurring slightly higher than 50 kDa in the immunoprecipitation 
experiment corresponds to the antibody heavy chain 
contaminating the sample.
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in total (i.e., 47% of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae proteome) [47]. 
However, when the data were compared, only 1000 proteins were 
found to be common to both datasets. In addition, only six com-
plexes were identical between the two studies. Almost 200 of the 
complexes reported by Gavin and coworkers [26] did not share any 
protein with the complexes found by Krogan et al. [27]. Besides the 
effects of different bioinformatics tools and possible dissimilarities 
in the purification of the tap-tagged proteins, these disconcerting 
results might reflect the dynamics of cellular processes. Proteins 
transiently associate in functional complexes to execute a specific 
process and then rapidly dissociate, and each of them is free to form 
other complexes involved in different mechanisms.

Prefractionation of protein complexes
Whether carried out by affinity-based or immunoprecipitation 
procedures, a single functional proteomics experiment might lead 
to a long list of putative interactors that clearly indicate the occur-
rence of the protein bait in different complexes. As in other pro-
teomic applications, the most challenging and time-consuming 
task in these experiments is the interpretation of the data and, 
particularly, the attempt to assign all the protein components 

to the specific complex they belong to. Despite the wealth of 
information provided by protein databanks and protein–protein 
interactions databases, and the availability of various software 
tools, the inference of a biological significance from the list of 
interactors still remains an elusive problem.

A possible solution to overcome these difficulties might be 
brought in by classical protein purification methodologies. 
Prefractionation of the total protein extract by methods able to 
preserve native protein interactions might be instrumental to iso-
lating individual functional complexes, thus greatly decreasing 
the complexity of the functional proteomics data. Prepurification 
of individual complexes under native conditions can be achieved 
on the basis of their physicochemical features, including size and 
dimension (gel filtration chromatography) [48–50], density (gradi-
ent ultracentrifugation) [51–53] and electrophoretic mobility (Blue 
Native electrophoresis) [54–56]. These methods cannot include 
reverse-phase chromatography or other denaturing procedures 
to avoid complex dissociation. Following prepurification of the 
sample, the various complexes containing the protein bait are 
separated in different fractions and the occurrence of the protein 
bait within these fractions can simply be detected by western blot 
ana lysis. The positive immunostained fractions are selected while 
the others are discarded, and the complexes are then individu-
ally isolated using either the immunoprecipitation or the affin-
ity techniques described earlier [48]. It should be underlined that 
loose or weaker interactors may become lost during the extra 
prefractionation step; on the other hand, these interactors would 
also dissociate during the stringent washing conditions needed 
to decrease unspecific binding in the absence of prefractionation. 
In some cases, cross-linking approaches can also be used to avoid 
the dissociation of weak interactors.

Decreasing the complexity of a cellular extract by prefraction-
ation procedures results in the identification of a much lower 
number of putative interactors for each fraction. Moreover, 
all the components found in the same fraction are most likely 
to belong to the same functional complex, making the inter-
pretation of the data much simpler. Finally, the removal of a 
huge amount of proteins not related with the bait positively 
affects the dynamic range of the method, thus leading to a great 
decrease in the background and to a higher overall confidence 
in identifications. The false-positives issue is so critical in pro-
teomics experiments that a few years ago Matthias Mann and 
coworkers developed a smart stra tegy to discriminate specific 
and nonspecific interactors isolated during protein immuno-
precipitation experiments. This strategy, termed quantitative 
immunoprecipitation combined with knockdown (QUICK) [57], 
combines stable-isotope labeling amino acids (SILACs) with 
immunoprecipitation and RNAi. 

Gradient ultracentrifugation
Gradient ultracentrifugation, for example using sucrose, glyc-
erol or CsCl, has found its principal application in subcellular 
organelle separation [58,59]. Vogelmann et al. separated mem-
brane compartments using a linear 10–20–30% iodixanol 
density gradient [52]. Only a few examples of the application 
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Figure 5. Assignment of eukaryotic translation initiation 
factor 4E interactors isolated by immunoprecipitation to 
different functional categories. Besides the active and 
repressive translational complexes, these findings suggested that 
the protein bait may be involved in other still unknown processes, 
supporting the idea that a single protein might be involved in 
different biological functions.
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of these methods to protein complexe separation have been 
reported to date [51,52]. In the standard procedure, the protein 
extract is loaded onto a suitable density gradient and subjected 
to ultracentrifugation for a fixed time. The recovered fractions 
are then tested for the presence of the protein bait, usually 
by western blot using the specific antibody for the protein of 
interest. However, protein identification by enzymatic activity 
or by using specific biological assays has also been reported [52]. 

Gradient ultracentrifugation was applied to the prefraction-
ation of eIF4E complexes and the data were compared with 
previous experiments. The total protein extract was loaded onto 
a 10–50% glycerol gradient and, after ultracentrifugation, ten 
fractions were collected. Western blot ana lysis of the fractions 
with anti-eIF4E antibody showed that eIF4E had been spread in 
almost all the fractions, suggesting its involvement in complexes 
that differ in density and size. The gradient fractions were also 
tested for the presence of Cup, an already known eIF4E interac-
tor with inhibitory activity, using a specific anti-Cup antibody. 
The western blot ana lysis clearly showed the coexistence of both 
proteins in a few fractions with medium–high density. The frac-
tions containing eIF4E and Cup, as well as those at lower glyc-
erol density containing only eIF4E, were collected and separately 
subjected to affinity purification on m7GTP sepharose beads, 
as described earlier.

The proteins eluted from each affinity step were fraction-
ated by SDS-PAGE and identified by mass spectrometry. As 
expected, few interactors were identified in both fractions, mak-
ing the interpretation of the data relatively easy. The eIF4E-
interacting proteins occurring in the medium–high density 
fraction were associated with the translational complex. The 
contemporary presence of Cup and eIF4E clearly indicated that 
this complex is involved in the inhibition of translation [60–62]. 
Moreover, a number of proteins never associated to this process 
or reported to bind to eIF4E or Cup were also identified.

Proteins identified in the low-density fraction and particu-
larly the presence of eIF4G, a well-known translational activa-
tor, indicated the occurrence of the active translation complex. 
Even in this case, a number of novel proteins not previously 
associated with this specific biological function could also 
be detected.

A number of general considerations can be drawn by these 
experiments. First, the prefractionation procedure successfully 
resulted in the separation of at least two protein complexes, 
both containing the protein bait and each endowed with its 
own biological function. The presence of discriminant proteins, 
such as the mutually exclusive Cup and eIF4G, led to an easy 
identification of the repressor and the activation complex [63]. A 
second observation is that a consistent number of components 
were found in both pools of interacting proteins. This might 
be an obvious consequence of contamination of the complexes 
isolated in adjacent fractions due to the low resolution of ultra-
centrifugation. However, these data might also suggest that 
the two complexes consist of a common protein core that is 
addressed toward different processes by the association of a 
small number of different proteins. 

Size-exclusion chromatography
Recently, Holaska and Wilson reported the isolation of several 
emerin complexes from HeLa nuclei in three subsequent chro-
matographic steps [64]. The emerin-containing complexes were 
first enriched by immunoprecipitation using anti-emerin anti-
bodies and then fractionated by ion-exchange and size-exclu-
sion chromatography. Besides a number of emerin-containing 
complexes, this latter ana lysis suggested the further presence 
of at least two complexes: one at high molecular weight that 
included emerin, nuclear myosin I, actin and RII-spectrin, and 
a smaller complex containing emerin, nuclear myosin I and 
actin [64]. In this approach, the immunoprecipitation step was 
performed upstream of the chromatographic fractionation of 
the complexes. This was possible because the emerin-contain-
ing complexes were eluted from the antibody by competition 
with the recombinant protein. This mild elution procedure 
allowed the protein complexes to be recovered in quasi-native 
conditions, preserving the most stable protein–protein inter-
actions. Identification of the protein components within the 
emerin complexes provided support to the existence of a central 
protein core common to several different complexes to which 
discriminant proteins were linked.

In a slightly different approach, size-exclusion chromatography 
can be used as a preliminary purification procedure to fractionate 
the total protein extract prior to the immunoprecipitation step [48,49]. 
The fractions containing the protein of interest can then be further 
subjected to immunoprecipitation for the isolation of the specific 
bait-containing complexes [48]. This procedure was employed for the 
fractionation of the Drosophila ovary extracts before purification of 
the eIF4E-containing complexes. Fractions from the column were 
analyzed by western blot and showed a widespread distribution of 
eIF4E in almost all the fractions, in agreement with ultracentrifu-
gation results. However, at least two peaks with different retention 
times were clearly detected in the profile, corresponding to frac-
tions with high and low molecular mass, respectively, suggesting 
the involvement of eIF4E in complexes of different sizes. When the 
same fractions were tested with the anti-Cup antibody, the trans-
lational inhibitor clearly localized within the highest-molecular-
weight complex. Consistently, affinity purification of this complex 
on 7mGTP sepharose beads revealed the presence of the repressive 
translational complex.

Fractions corresponding to the low-molecular-mass complex 
were also incubated with the 7mGTP sepharose beads and the 
retained proteins were identified. Surprisingly, neither Cup nor 
eIF4G were found in this pool of interactors. Moreover, the vast 
majority of these proteins were novel eIF4E interactors never 
before associated with the translation process. These findings 
strongly suggested the involvement of eIF4E within a further 
functional complex whose biological activity is still unknown.

Isolation of protein complexes by the chromatographic pro-
cedure showed many advantages in comparison with the ultra-
centrifugation experiment. Sample loading, fractionation of the 
complexes and fraction recovery is quite easy and less time-
consuming than in the ultracentrifugation procedure, ensuring 
a higher preservation of native protein–protein interactions. 
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Moreover, gel filtration showed a higher resolution in the sepa-
ration of native protein complexes that allowed the detection 
of low-molecular-mass complexes not observed in the ultracen-
trifugation experiment, very likely because they were excluded 
by the glycerol gradient.

Expert commentary
Protein assembly to form functional complexes is a dynamic 
process that takes place at the appropriate time. The transient 
complex dissociates soon after the biological mechanism has 
been completed and individual components can participate in 
the formation of other complexes driven by specific signals. 
Moreover, cellular processes occur at very defined sites within 
the cell and functional complexes assemble at the proper time 
and in the proper place to correctly fulfill a specific function. 
Functional proteomics experiments aimed at describing the 
network of cellular processes should then carefully consider the 
time distribution and intracellular localization of the specific 
mechanism to be investigated.

Modern biological sciences are experiencing a paradoxical 
situation in which, very often, the protein sequence, the cor-
responding coding gene and even the regulatory mechanisms 
related to gene expression are known but the biological role 
of the protein is completely unclear. This apparent paradox 
suggests that there is a need to change our approach to the 
comprehension of cell functioning. We must understand that 
a protein’s activity and its biological role may be two very dif-
ferent aspects. The activity of a protein describes whether the 
protein itself is, for example, an enzyme, a transporter, a recep-
tor, a chaperone or a scaffold, but this activity may be exerted in 
completely different biological processes according to the cell’s 
needs. The biological function of a protein is then related to 
the specific process that the protein is actually participating in. 
Consequently, since the same protein can assemble with differ-
ent partners to form different functional complexes, a protein 
may have a single activity but several biological functions.

Five-year view
It is relatively easy to predict that functional proteomics will 
play a key role in future systems biology studies. An accurate 
description of protein components within functional complexes 
is a fundamental prerequisite to understanding cell functioning 
and to unravelling the network of signaling pathways at the 
molecular level. Interpretation of proteomics data constitutes, 
at present, a major problem, impairing the association of each 
identified protein to a specific complex, thus greatly diminish-
ing the impact of these studies. The development of sensitive 
prefractionation methods endowed with adequate resolution 
to separate individual protein complexes will decrease sample 
complexity and protein background, making the interpreta-
tion of the data relatively straightforward. Specific experiments 
can then be designed to give functional meanings to proteomic 
results. There is much room for creativity in connecting cell 
and molecular biological strategies with the powerful pro-
teomics approach to solve questions that could not previously 
be addressed.

A further goal to be pursued in the future will be the attempt 
to perform functional proteomic experiments in real in vivo sys-
tems by generating animal models bearing a tagged version of 
the protein bait. Homozygous animals, when vital, will provide 
tissues and/or progenitor cells for the isolation of functional 
complexes occurring in vivo, thus disclosing the identity of their 
individual components and addressing the question of whether 
their composition may vary in different districts.
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Key issues

• Fundamental biological mechanisms are pursued by a multitude of proteins gathering together to transiently form large functional 
complexes. A single protein may be involved in different complexes, each endowed with its own specific biological function.

• The major goal of systems biology is the complete description of the molecular networks of dynamic processes through which signaling 
information flows within the cell.

• Functional proteomics is an emerging area in proteomics research that addresses the elucidation of protein functions and the definition 
of cellular mechanisms at the molecular level.

• Isolation of entire multiprotein complexes in functional proteomics approaches is performed either by affinity-based strategies or by 
immunoprecipitation procedures.

• The association of each identified protein to a specific protein complex constitutes, at present, a major problem in functional proteomics.

• The development of sensitive prefractionation methods to separate individual protein complexes while preserving their native 
interactions may represent an essential tool for the future of functional proteomics.

• Cellular processes occur at very defined sites within the cell and functional complexes assemble at the appropriate time and in the 
appropriate place to correctly fulfill a specific function.

• The activity of a protein describes the intrinsic capacity of the molecule, whereas its biological function is related to the specific process 
where this activity is exerted according to the cell’s needs.

• Since the same protein can assemble within different functional complexes, a protein may have a single activity but several 
biological functions.
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